---------- Ursprüngliche Nachricht ---------Von: Theo Beenen
An: xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Datum: 08.01.2022 20:50
Betreff: IMPORTANT MAIL TO Herr XXXXXXXXXXXX
Sehr geehrter Herr XXXXXXXXXXXX,
Of course first all our best wishes for 2022 !
We saw your earlier films regarding the Nazi-period and Hitler. Here is the BIG
STORY you might want to make a documentary or movie about. WE ARE 100 %
SURE of our findings and would not waste anyone's time if we had any doubt
whatsoever.
We (a writer- researchgroup from Holland) did spend 7 long years to grasp the
truth regarding Hitlers life and especially his end. Of course he did NOT burn
himself, that was for his ennemys, not for himself. His real end was just a great
freemasonmasterscheme. The man did not survive some 42 murderattempts to
burn himself at the end in a gardenplace !? He had his grave annex vault (with
great treasure in it, lots of diamonds, gold and vanished European artwork, we
estimate at least 1300 million euros)) already prepared as early as 1927, so
there was no connection with the war whatsoever.
We even found the Jewish dentist that made a fake jaw for him that fooled
totally the team of French investigators in 2019... (this dentist had to be
executed in the last chaotic week of the war here in Holland on a direct order
from Berlin....)
Our book, 522 pages with lots of unknown facts, was ridiculed, mainly by one
fanatic fool, here in Holland who is writing his own "Masterpiece" about Adolf
(he will have to appaer in court for all his actions very soon), but beside this
stupid persons actions Hitler is still, REALLY resting for 76/77 years now in
Fulpmes under the church. Just like the man he admired, another A.H. Andreas
Hofer, the Austrian freedomfighter who rests under the church nearby in
Innsbruck. Old name for Fulpmes was Vultmeis = Wolves of course. Of course
Adolf did choose this church in the BAHN-strasse = trainstreet. (and everybody
knows that Hitler had a great passion for trains) (he must have come to this
idea of an underground treasurevault from a visit to Zurich, there is a whole

street of bankvaults under the ground in the BAHN-hofstrasse
In attachment our claim (in German) from a year ago to the authoritys in
Austria.......total silence after that ??? That's not a normal reaction at all from
a serious autority !?
We have at least 300 clues from Hitler himself that he pulled it of and fooled
the whole world in 1945, and that everything comes together there in Fulpmes
(was also a trainingcenter for his mountainelite-troops that stayed in that
beautiful Stubai-hotel) If you want to bring this amazing story in a documentary
version, or have some questions regarding this story, or want to participate in
our rightfull claim, just contact us. Our Dutch publisher is a serious historian
and he is also very convinced that we really found "him". After seven
painstaking years of research we have ALL the answers and more...
On behalf of the Enigmacollective, with kind regards,
Theo Beenen. (former councilmember in Eindhoven, Philipstown) (and of
course there was al lot more going on between Philips and Hitler than we were
allowed to know)
Would be nice hearing from you because we were only searching for the true
facts and we did find them all.
Adolf himself is resting in his tomb in a secret cavity under the church in
Fulpmes. He even ordered making a movie called A.ufruhr der H.erzen about
Fulpmes. Signed by his initials, director: A.H. of course, but there are many,
many more facts that brought us to this place. His final hidden restingplace was
his lifelong Masterpiece like the Freemason he was.
Of course we can understand the German language very well, but it was more
easy to write this mail in English.
The postcard with Fulpmes on it was only something we came across long after
our book and research was finished.
Mit freundlichen Grussen,
Th. Beenen.

